
CHAPTER 2

Comparison of Ocean Modelsfor
the Carbon Cycle

R. BAcAsTow and A. BJORKSTRoM

In this chapter, we compare simplifiedversions of models designed to estimate of
the atmospheric CO2 increase to be expected from continued combustion of fossil
fuels. These models are global in extent and relate perturbations from an assumed
preindustrial steady-stateowingto the input of CO2derived from fossilfuel.The car-
bon cycle is very complex, but many aspects of it are not expected to change due to
fossil fuel consumption, and consequently perturbation models are useful in esti-
mating the response of the carbon cycle to fossil fuel consumption.

The emphasis here is on modelling the oceanic uptake of fossil fuel CO2,The
models consist of an atmospheric reservoir of uniform CO2 concentration inter-
acting with a model ocean. The land biosphere is assumed to be passive,neither in-
creasing nor decreasing in size; and thus it is omitted from the models.

The models under consideration all involvegreat simplificationsof the physical
ocean. They typicallyrely on calibration by tracers such as 14c.Dynamic models,
which do not require this type of calibration because they are based on the hydro-
dynamic equations, have not yet reached a state where they might be expected to be
more reliable. The difficultyin developing dynamic ocean models is related to our
ignorance ofthe turbulence properties ofthe ocean (Bryanand Sarmiento, 1979).His
consequently useful to compare more primitiveoceanic models, each in as simplea
form as possible, so that similaritiesand differences in their behavior may be most
easily understood and related to aspects of ocean circulation.

Our goal is to findwhere the art of ocean modellingstands in depictingmathemati-
cally those aspects of the carbon cycle that are important to the oceanic uptake of
fossilfuel CO2.We wish to note similaritiesand differences,the range of model para-
meters, and the responses permitted by the most important calibrationdata- steady-
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state oceanic 14C/Cratios. For validation,we principallycompare the CO2airborne
fractionpredictedby the models with direct observations of this fraction.

We find two similaritiesamong the models: (1) when parameters are given values
consistent with our general understanding of ocean properties, the predicted air-
borne fractions are all much higher than the observed airborne fraction; this differ-
ence would imply that the biota in a complete model would have to be a net sink to
achieve carbon balance: (2) for a particular scenario describing the combustion of
the entire worldwide fossil fuel resource, the atmospheric responses of the models
are similar,whether the ocean parameters are adjusted according to our best know-
ledge of ocean properties or are adjusted so that the observed airborne fraction is
predicted.

2.1. OVERVIEW OF MODEL TYPES

The simplestocean model that has some physicalvalidityis probably the two-box
model (2B model, Figure 1) first suggested by Craig (1957)and later applied to the
fossil fuel problem by Bolin and Eriksson (1959),Cramer and Myers (1972,Machta
(1973aand b), Keeling (1973),Bacastowand Keeling (1973),Zimen and Altenheim
(1973), Hoffert (1974), Gowdy, Mulholland and Emanuel (1975), Keeling and
Bacastow (1977), Revelle and Munk (1977), Bacastow and Keeling (1979), and
Keeling (1979).This model is inspired by the observation that the oceans are highly
stratified. Temperature profIles, in general, show a nearly constant value down to a
thermocline depth which averages approximately 75 m. Below this wind-mixed
layer, the profiles show a smooth transition to the cold 4°C deep ocean water. In the
two-box ocean model, the surface ocean (or "mixed-layer") and the sub-surface
("deep") ocean are each represented by a well-mixed (randomly-mixed) box. The
exchange of tracer between the two boxes is assumed to be by the transfer of water
mass, either by advection or eddy diffusion, or both. The mixing time of the deep
ocean is usually estimated from the observed average 14C/Cratio in this reservoir
relative to that of the surface layer. However, the so-calledintermediate water in the
temperature transition region (the main thermocline) has been particularly impor-
tant to the uptake of CO2 from fossil fuel combustion during the recent period of
exponential fossil fuel production. This water is not well modelled by the two-box
ocean because it has to be dividedbetween the surface box and the deep ocean box.
One does not know where to drawthe line, except that the line should be deeper than
the physicalmixed-layer depth of approximately 75m and less deep than the bottom
of the thermocline, approximately 800 m.

The box diffusionmodel (Oeschger et al., 1975;Siegenthaler and Oeschger, 1978)
(BD or 2BD model, Figure 2)may be viewedas an attempt to model the intermediate
water better. The surface ocean is given a thickness corresponding to the wind-
mixed layerof approximately75 m, and the deep ocean belowismodeled byan eddy
diffusion equation. The concentration of total dissolved inorganic carbon (DIe) is
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Figure 1: Two-box (2B) ocean model. The relative amounts of preindustrial carbon in the
atmosphere, surface ocean, and deep ocean are given by ratiosof ha, hm, and hct.An undiffe-
rentiated land biosphere is shown to indicate how it would be incorporated in more complete
models.
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Figure 2: Box diffusion (BD or 2BD) model. A z axis is introduced with origin at the base of
the surface ocean layer, increasing downward.
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thus continuous at the surface ocean-to-intermediate water boundary. Diffusive
transport allows that portion of the ocean which readilyabsorbs CO2from fossilfuel
to be effectively"deeper" for slowphenomena than for fastphenomena. This is true
also for the 2B model, but the variation is greater for the 2BD model (see Appendix
A, Section (g». The eddy-diffusivity,K, is typically estimated from the observed
average 14C/Cratio of the deep ocean relative to the surface ocean.

A question arises, however, concerning the box diffusion model which is similar
to the question of how deep to set the base of the surface layer in the two-box ocean
model. There are observations indicatingthat the diffusion constant that would best
represent the upper part of the intermediate layer may be almost twice as largeas the
diffusion constant calculated from the average 14C/Cratio in the deep water relative
to surfacewater (Broecker,Pengand Engh, 1979).Inorder to represent a largerdiffu-
sion constant in the upper part of the intermediate water, and to still preserve a
mathematically simple model, the surface ocean depth may be considered a para-
meter, and set deeper than the physicalwind-mixed layer. One then returns to the
problem of how deep to make the surface layer. The problem is similar ifK is per-
mitted to have different values in a top layer and bottom layer of the deep ocean.

Deep water formation is clearlydominated by penetrative convection in polar and
subpolar regions rather than by eddy diffusion downward from the surface. Other-
wise it would be difficultto explain why deep water is colder than surface water over
most of the world oceans.

The advective-diffusivemodel (AD or 3AD model, Figure 3) is consequently an
interesting extension of the box diffusion model. It is presented here for the first
time, as a logicalextension of the BD model and as a connection to the more compli-
cated multi-box (MB) model described below. Downwelling in the Arctic and
Antarctic is represented by a pipeline from a single surface ocean reservoir to the
deep ocean, also represented by a single reservoir. Between the reservoirs is a box
called the "intermediate ocean" withtransport byverticaladvection and diffusion.By
adjusting the eddy diffusivityand the depth of the diffusiveintermediate layer, this
model can be made identical to either the 2Bor 2BDmodels.The advective-diffusive
model, consequently, has the interestingproperty that the two simplermodels can be
regarded as specialcases,but being more flexible, itpermits perhaps a more realistic
description of the deep-sea circulation. In this study, we shall consider, as well, two
other limiting cases of this model:

(1) the bottom layer is set to a thickness of 1m (i.e., made essentiallyto vanish) so
that the model has the geometry of the 2BD model but includes advective up-
welling as well as diffusive transport (2AD model).

(2) the intermediate diffusivelayer is set to 1000m but there is no upwelling (3BD
model).

As a specificexample of the general case, the intermediate layer is set to 1000m
and there is advective upwelling (3AD model).
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Figure 3: Advective-diffusive (AD) model. Flow down the pipeline from the surface ocean to
the deep ocean is wA m3/yr, where w is the upwelling velocity and A the ocean area.

All the models discussed so far are horizontally uniform. Bj6rkstr6m (1979)has
proposed a multi-box model (MB model, Figure 4) in which the surface ocean layer
is horizontally divided into warm and cold water. Water below the surface is repre-
sented by ten horizontally uniform layers, or boxes: the intermediate water by two
layers and the deep ocean by eight layers. Mixing into the intermediate water and
deep water layers is directly from the cold surface layer. The model includes two
aspects of ocean circulation that are averaged over in simpler models: cold surface
water is somewhat richer than warm surface water in dissolved inorganic carbon
(DIe), and deep water formation occurs principallyby downwellingof cold surface
or intermediate water.

The four ocean modelsjust described are in some waysvery similar.For example,
the definition of a welldelineated surface layer is common to all.So is the neglect of
all horizontal inhomogeneities in below-surfacewater, and this simplificationmay
make all these models deviatefrom realityin a serious way.Inother ways,the models
are clearly different. For example, the intermediate water (the main thermoline) is
depicted in the multi-box (MB)model by two reservoirs,and can be indirectlyrepre-
sented bya proper choice of the eddy-diffusivityin the box diffusion(BD)model, but
this water body can only be implicitlyaccounted for in the two-box (2B) model by
making the surface layer depth much deeper than what the physicaldefinition of this
parameter admits. Furthermore, in the 2B model, the assumption is made that the
outsoins flux ofDIC from the deep ocean isalwaysproportional to the averagecteep
ocean DIC concentration. Incomplete verticalmixing is allowedfor in both the box
diffusion and multi-box models.
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Figure 4: Multi-box (MB) model.

In ocean modelling there is long experience in representing vertical transport in
restricted regions by an eddydiffusiveprocess (see for example, Wyrtki,1962;Munk,
1966; Craig, 1969). The proportionality between "characteristic depth" and the
square root of elapsed time, typicalof diffusivetransfer, is a dominant characteristic
of the BD model, but it is lacking in the MB model. However, the MB model better
describes the global scale vertical circulation pattern that is thought to exist in the
oceans: polar downwelling and slow upward motion elsewhere. The advective-
diffusive (AD) model depicts both diffusive and advective transport and tends to
bridge the gap between the BD and MB models, but only in a highly simplifiedway.
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2.2. METHOD OF COMPARISON

To expand our understanding of carbon cyclemodels,we need to determine syste-
maticallyhow specificbehavioural features result from various model assumptions.
Obviously,this is an undertaking that may be approached in severalways.Our philo-
sophy here is to prepare simpleversionsof the principal existingmodels, and simple
extensions to them, adjust each to the oceanic 14Cdata in as consistent a wayas pos-
sible, and examine their atmospheric response to identical fossil fuel inputs.

The implicitassumption is made that the pre-industrial14Cdistribution represents
a steady state, i.e. that it is due to a natural atmospheric 14Cproduction which has
remained constant for a time considerably longer than the turn-over time for the
whole ocean, and that the steady-state carbon transfers in nature have also been
unchanged for at least as long as the 14Cproduction has been constant. Since these
assumptions may not be entirely correct, the model results must be interpreted with
caution. At least withrespect to the more limitedaim of understanding the differences
between the model structures, the steady state assumption, however, seems
adequate.

Except for the MB model, the model oceans are assumed to be uniform in DIC
concentration and constant in cross-sectionalarea to the bottom. The eight boxes of
the deep ocean in the MB model could not be adjusted to an observed 14CprofIle
unless the ocean geometry were realisticand so the originalgeometry (Bj6rkstr6m,
1979)was retained.

Detrital flux from the surface to deeper water is neglected, consistent with the
assumed constant concentration of dissolved inorganic carbon. Calculations based
on the 2B model indicate that this flux is largelycompensated for when the model is
adjusted to 14Cmeasurements (Keeling, 1973,1979).

Steady-state 14Cdata are insufficient to set all of the model parameters. We con-
sequently explore the effect on the models of variation of the parameters not so
determined.

Much can be learned from linearized versions of the models and an assumed
exponential input of CO2from fossilfuel. The principal linearization is the assump-
tion of a constant surface ocean CO2evasion factor, :[.The evasion factor has pro-
bably increased up to now by only about 7%relativeto itspreindustrial (steady-state)
value, but willpresumably increase much more in the future if fossil fuel consump-
tion continues to grow.

Fossil fuel production since 1945has increased nearly exponentially with a time
constant of about 22.5 years. Rotty (1977)has pointed out that approximately this
rate of growth has occurred since 1860,when good records are first available,except
for hesitations associated with the two world wars and the depression of the 1930's.
The entire fossilfuel record since 1860best fits an exponential with a time constant
of approximately 34 years, but the more recent rate is probably more appropriate
since the airborne fraction calculated from the exponential input is to be compared
with the airborne fraction observed at Mauna Loa, Hawaii, and the South Pole, be-
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tween 1959and 1978,and thus largely determined by the growth rate since 1945.
We examinetwo versionsof eachof the models depicted in Figure 1-4:

(1) A linearized version with exponential fossil fuel production. We explore the sen-
sitivity of the airborne fraction estimated by the model to variations in its princi-
pal parameters with no biospheric contribution.

(2) A non-linear version with a numerical stepwise solution to the differential equa-
tions and with the fossil fuel production taken from either yearly data for the past
or bell shaped "logistic curves" to represent future production scenarios. With
these calculations we confirm conclusions drawn from the exponential fossil fuel
versions above and we compare, for the various models, the response of the
atmosphere to consumption of the entire fossil fuel resource.

2.3. COMMON MODEL FEATURES

To make model comparisons as meaningful as possible, all the models are
adjusted, in so far as it is possible, to common geometry and identical initial condi-
tions.

23.1. Ocean depth

All the ocean models are assumed to have uniform concentration of total dis-
solved inorganic carbon (Ole) and, except for the MB model, constant area to the
bottom. The depth of this simplifiedocean would be, except for the reason noted
below, the ratio of the real ocean volume to area. Menard and Smith (1966)estimate
that the ocean volume and area are 1.350X1018m3and 3.620X1014m2,respectively.
However, in the real ocean, the DIC concentration below the wind-mixed surface
layer is about 10%higher than at the surface, owing to detrital flux. Because of the
importance of 1;,the CO2evasion factor, to oceanic uptake, we choose to assign the
correct average surface DIC concentration to all the ocean models and to adjust the
ocean depth so that the models contain the same total amount of DIC as the real
ocean. Takahashi and Broecker (this volume), report the concentration ofDIC in the
surface water (0-50 m) and the total ocean to be 2002 and 2254jlmoI/kg, respec-
tively,after adjustment to an average ocean salinity of 34.78%0.Our value for the
total ocean depth, hs, then becomes

1.350X1018 2254
hs = ( )( -) = 4199 m

3.620X1014 2002
(2.1)

23.2. Equivalent atmospheric depth

Since only ratios of reservoir pre-industrial carbon masses appear in the model
equations, it is useful to derme a depth of ocean water, h., that contains the same total
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amount of DIC as that in the pre-industrial atmosphere. The pre-industrial atmo-
spheric CO2 concentration is uncertain within the range 275-295 ppm (parts per mil-
lion by volume); we shall assume the value 290 ppm (Keeling, 1978). Fortunately, the
models are relatively insensitive to this assumption. The mass of the dry atmosphere
is approximately 5119X1018g (Verniani, 1966), and the density of sea water is ab'Jut
1025 kg/m3. Then

615.6X1015
h =

a (12.011)(2002XlO-6)(1025)(3.620X1014)

= 69.00 m (2.2)

2.3.3.Surface ocean depth

The areal and seasonal average depth of the wind-mixed layer, hm,in the North
Pacific is reported by Bathen (1972)to be 75 m, but it is deeper in the winter than in
the summer. Because the time constant for exponential growth in fossilfuel usage is
much greater than one year,water that ismixed with surface waterat any time during
the year should probably be considered surface water when modelling fossil fuel
uptake. Without formally averaging the winter maximum depths with respect to
area, the value hm = 100 m looks reasonable from Bathen's plot for the month of
February. However, the differencebetween 100m and the seasonallyaveragedvalue
of75 m is small (only a few percent difference in predicted airborne fraction in the
models), so we use the value hm= 75 m when a standard depth of surface layer is
required.

2.4. DATA FOR MODEL CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION

2.4.1. Ocean 14C

Parameters to define the magnitudes of oceanic mixing and exchange are fixed or
limited by being made consistent with pre-industrial14C data. We represent these
data by two quantities: p'mo 5<14R'mo/14R'aoand p'so 5<14R'so/14R'ao,where 14R'is the
fractionation corrected 14Cto C ratio (see Appendix A, Section (0), the subscripts m,
s, and a refer to the surface ocean layer, total ocean, and atmosphere, respectively,
and the second subscript 0 indicates a pre-industrial or steady-state value. We take as
preferred values

p'mo= 0.95

p'so = 0.84

(2.3)

(2.4)

For p'mo,we must relyon data collected before the nuclear bomb tests of the middle
1950's.The value of p'somay be obtained from recent data because bomb 14Cand
fossil fuel CO2 have not yet had much effect on the deep ocean water.
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2.4.2. Atmospheric CO2 Increase

Atmospheric CO2 measurements at Mauna Loa, Hawaii, and the South Pole
(Keeling et aI., this volume), for modelling purposes, can be reduced to an average
global concentration at two dates,or alternatively,a concentration at one date and an
airborne fraction between the two dates. The Mauna Loa and South Pole average
concentrations on Jan. 1,1959, and Jan. 1,1978, were 315.60ppm and 333.65ppm,
respectively, and the observed airborne fraction between them is 53%.

The utility of the airborne fraction is that it is a constant in a linear model with
exponential atmospheric carbon input:

Ya = YaeJit (2.5)

where t denotes time and Yaand j.Jare constants. If the exponential input is begun
with the model at steady state, the reservoir fractions become approximately con-
stant after a few multiplesof the exponential time constant,j.J-I; it is not necessary to
wait a time corresponding to the longest natural eigenfrequency of the model
(Bacastow and Keeling, 1979).

Although the input of CO2from fossil fuel is reasonably well represented by an
exponential function, there may have been an independent, non-exponential, biota
source due to the so-called"pioneer effect",which refers to the largescaleclearingof
land for agriculture during the last century. Such a source, of 100to 200 Gt, would
cause the box diffusion(2BD)model to predict a 3%to 6%lowerairborne fraction, as
compared to the same model with only CO2input from fossil fuel production data
(Bacastow and Keeling, this volume). Thus the observed airborne fraction may be
3% to 6% lower than the appropriate value for a model with no biota.

2.5. MODEL PARAMETERS

Each model includes at least one parameter that governs its response to short and
medium time period disturbances «=100 years), such as the current fossil fuel
input, and at least one other that mainly characterizes its behaviour in response to
longer time disturbances. The most natural selection for the short and long time
parameters for the two-box (2B) model are respectively, hm, the surface layer depth,
and kdm,the inverse of the deep sea mixing time. For the box diffusion (2BD) model
we choose hm and K, the eddy-diffusivity of the deep ocean layer, but here the divi-
sion is not quite so clear because K has more effect on short time disturbances than
does kdm' For the similar 3BD model, we also choose hm and K. In the advective-
diffusive models (2AD and 3AD), we again choose hm for short time disturbances,
and K, for long time disturbances, with w, the upwelling velocity, fixed at I m yr-l.

In the multi-box (MB) model (Figure 4), the depth of the surface ocean layer is not
a convenient short time parameter because, as already mentioned, a more realistic
ocean geometry is required, and consequently, hm is fixed at 75 m. The multi-box
model has potentially many more degrees of freedom than the two-box model or the
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various diffusive models with constant K. In order to produce model comparisons
that can be interpreted in a meaningful way, it is necessaryto investigatethe effectof
varying only a small number of parameters in each model, so that the range of pos-
sible values for the investigated parameters can be delimited.

The technique used here is to describe the exchange between the intermediate
water and the cold surface water with a parameter T, and the deep advectivecircula-
tion by a parameter P. The parameter T is defined as the total flux of water from the
cold surface reservoir into the two boxes representing intermediate water. Seventy-
five percent of this flux is assumed to go into the upper of the two intermediate
boxes, and each of the two boxes returns the same amount of water to the cold sur-
face water as it receives.

The parameter P isa measure ofthe amount of water sinkingfrom the cold surface
layer into the stratified layers below the intermediate water, i.e. below 1000m. In
these experiments, P = 1 corresponds to a penetration of 1320X1012m3/yr, distri-
buted among the MB model ocean reservoirs 3 to 10so as to yield a prescribed 14C-
profile (cf"young ocean" case, Bjorkstrom, 1979).When P is smaller or greater than
1, each of these eight fluxes is assumed to be reduced or increased by this factor.

The parameters T and P, respectively,serve as the short and long time parameters
for the MB model.

2.6. MODEL COMPARISON WITH EXPONENTIAL FOSSIL FUEL SOURCE

As already noted, the airborne fraction, within an adjustment time of the order of
]1- I, the e-fold time of the exponential input, closelyapproaches a constant. Conse-
quently, the "ultimate airborne fraction", rar,for a range of values of the model para-
meters, is useful for model comparison. We assume exponential growth with]1-1=
22.5 years. We have verified that this is a reasonable choice by comparing the air-
borne fraction calculatedwith the 2BD model (K = 5020m2/yr,hm = 75m) firstwith
this exponential input and then, between 1959and 1978,with fossilfuel production
data input (see Appendix B). The airborne fractions so calculated are 66.4%and
65.9%,respectively; thus nearly the same.

The ultimate airborne fraction and oceanic steady-state 14C/Cdepletion have
been computed for a range of values of the short and long time model parameters by
use of equations given in Appendix A. A constant value of the evasion factor, l;,of
9.64 was used to linearize the models. Since the 14Cdata, represented by p'mo
and p'so, is corrected for fractionation, all fractionation coefficients 14aijin the 14C
equations were set to unity in these calculations (see Appendix A, Section (f).
Isopleths of rarand p'soare plotted in Figures 5-10 as functions of the model para-
meters at the constant valueP'mo= 0.95.In each model, the value ofp'jllmainlydeter-
mines the long time parameter, and the airborne fraction and short time parameter
are closely related.
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exponential fossil fuel growth, as functions ofhm and kdm. The exponential time constant,ji, is
1/22.5 yr-I. p'mo, the 14C/C ratio, adjusted for fractionation, in the preindustrial surface ocean
relative to the atmosphere, is 0.95.
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In model comparisons,p'so has been varied rather than p'mofor several reasons: (I)
at the time of doing these calculations, a careful ocean average of p'so had not yet
been made (see Stuiver et aI., this volume), (2) a 14Csteady-state may not exist, and
(3) airborne fractions are relatively insensitive to p'mo,apart from a change in the ratio
p'solp'mo.

To depict observations, rarmust equal approximately 53% and p'so must be about
0.84. If an unrealistically large value of the short time parameter (hm or T) is required,
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Figure 6: 2BD model isopleths of p'sa and rar, as functions ofhm and K, with Jl = 1/22.5 yr-l
and p'ma = 0.95.

it is an indication that the biota, in a complete model, would have to be a sink in order
for the model as a whole to achieve carbon balance with a realistic value of the short

time parameter. For the 2B model (Figure 5), isopleths of rar = 53% and p'sa = 0.84
intersect at approximately kdm = 1370 yr-l and hm = 815 m (more accurately cal-
culated values are kdm= 1386 yr-l and hm = 812 m). Nowhere in the range hm = 0 to
200 m is an adequate solution found. The 2BD model (Figure 6) requires a noticeably
shallower surface layer than the 2B model to yield this same airborne fraction and 14C
depletion: hm = 595 m and K = 3250 m2/yr (more accurately calculated values are hm
unchanged and K = 3255 m2/yr). The picture is quite similar in the two models. The

value of hm required is many times the average depth of the mixed-layer of the real
ocean (75 to 100 m).
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Figure 7: 2AD model isopleths of p'so and raf, as functions of hm and K, with J1= 1/22.5
yr-I, p'mo = 0.95, and upwelling velocity w = 1 m/yr.

The multi-box (MB) model also shows similar characteristics (Figure 10).The rate
of exchange of water between the cold surface reservoir and the two intermediate
ocean reservoirs has to be more than 80 OOOXI012m3 peryearifrafandp'so are to take
on realistic values. Figure 10 also shows that there needs to be upward advection of
about 1000XI012 m3/year through the intermediate water reservoirs. Since the
volume of these reservoirs is about 630X 1015m3, the turn-over time of intermediate
water due to downward mixing of cold surface water and upwelling of deep water,
combined, is the order of 8 years (630/(80+ 1)).

The turnover time for a natural reservoir is strongly affected if extreme transit-
times occur in some part of the reservoir, and we must not a priori dismiss the possi-
bility that an appropriately weighted average transit time for this water might be con-
siderably shorter than its average age. Our knowledge of mixing rates in the main
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Figure 8: 3BD model isopleths of p'so and raf, as functions of hm and K, with Jl = 1/22.5 yr-l
and p'mo = 0.95.

oceanic thermocline is incomplete, but a model where the water between 75 and
1000 m in the ocean is on average assumed to be ventilated in less than twenty years
is clearly incompatible with hydrological considerations (Reid, 1965), as well as the
detailed 14Cdistribution. Therefore the MB ocean model, when the parameters are
given physically realistic values, also predicts an airborne fraction much higher than
that which is observed. This feature corresponds with the larger than physical surface
layer depths required by the 2B and 2BD models to fit both the 14Ccontent of the
ocean and the observed airborne fraction.

It is interesting to compare the 2BD and 3BD models. The ultimate airborne frac-

tion, with jJ = 1/22.5 yC 1 , is insensitive to the size ofthe deep sea reservoir of the 3BD

model until this layerbecomes the order of, or largerthan the diffusivelayer.The air-
borne fraction is larger for the 3BD than for the 2BD model. With hm= 75m,jJ = 1/
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Figure 9: 3AD model isopleths of p'so and faf, as functions of hm and K, with Ji = 1/22.5
Yf-l, p'mo = 0.95 and upwelling velocity w = I m/yr.

22.5 yr-l, and with hu, the depth of the intermediate layer, equal to 1000 m, and K
adjusted so thatp'mo = 0.95 andp'so = 0.84, the airborne fraction is approximately 4%
higher for the 3BD model than for the 2BD model. The airborne fraction for the 3BD
model is always larger than or equal to the airborne fraction fOfthe 2BD model for all
reasonable Jl (Figure 11) and hm (Figure 12).

We may understand this behavior by recognizing that the lowest ultimate airborne
fraction will be achieved by the model that has the most ocean water in the surface
layer or closely coupled to it. In the 3BD model, the diffusive gradient just below the
surface layer is steeper than the gradient in the 2BD model, with both models
adjusted to the same 14Cparameters and surface layer depth. Consequently, the 2BD
model will have more water closely coupled to the surface layer, and the lower air-
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Figure 10:MB model isoplethsof p'soand raf,as functionsof T and P, with jJ = 1/22.5
yr-l andp'mo = 0.95.T is the total flux of water (m3/yr) from the cold surfacereservoir into the
twointermediatewaterreservoirs.Pisthetotalflux ofwaterdownwellingfromthecoldsurface
layer into the ocean layers below the two intermediate layers, divided by 1320m3/yr (cf.
Figure 4).
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Figure 11:Variation of airborne fraction, rar,of standard models with exponential time con-
stantp: (a) 2Bmodel with hm= 75m,kdm = 1I1087yr-l; (b) 3AD model withhm = 75m,hu =
1000m, w = 1m/yr, K = 2350m2/yr; (c) 3BD model with hm= 75m, hu = 1000m, K = 2850
m2/yr; (d) 2AD model with hm= 75m, w = 1 m/yr, K = 3300m2/yr; (e) 2Bmodel with hm =
340m, kdm= 1/1190yr-l (valueschoosen to produce approximatelythe same airborne fraction
as the 2BD model atp = 1/22.5yr-l); (f) 2BD model with hm = 75 m, K = 5020m2/yr. The
transport parameters kam,kdm,K, and ware all consistent withp'mo= 0.95andp'so = 0.84(see
footnote to Figure 15 caption for more accurately calculated parameters; curves for more
accurate values would not be significantlydifferent from those plotted).

borne fraction. These qualitative arguments may be stated more analytically for
simple models (see Section (g) of Appendix A).

The minimum ultimate airborne fraction for p'mo= 0.95 and p'so= 0.84 is thus
expected to occur in the model with the maximum surface layer depth. This model
would have no 14Cbelow a surface layer of depth

.84
hm = (- ) (4199) = 3713 m

.95
(2.6)

and the airborne fraction would be 35%.
One might expect that if the inclusion of vertical upwelling lowers the airborne

fraction this would also happen in the simplest advective models, such as the 2AD
model. Isopleths of rarand p'soare given in Figure 7 for the 2AD model with upwel-
lingvelocityw = I m/yr. At the same value ofK, the airborne fraction is reduced re-
lativeto that predicted by the 2BD model (Figure 6),but for fixedp'soand withp'mo=
0.95, it is increased. This model behavior is true also for the 3AD and 3BD models
(see Figures 8 and 9). Airborne fractions for these models at p'mo= 0.95and p'so=
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Figure 12: Variation of airborne fraction with surface ocean depth, hm; model consistent
withp'mo = 0.95,p'so = 0.84 andp = 1/22.5 yr-l: (a) 3AD model, hu = 1000 m, w = 1 m/yr; (b)
3BD model, hu = 1000 m; (c) 2AD model, w = 1 m/yr; (d) 2BD model.

0.84 are given in Figures 11 and 12. Thus it appears unlikely that the neglect af verti-
cal advectian has produced predictians which underestimate aceanic uptake affassil
fuel CO2.

The extreme madel with upwelling is ane in which there is no. diffusive transpart
(K = 0) and all the ventilatian af the deep acean is by upwelling. With p'mo = 0.95,p'so
= 0.84, and hm = 75 m, the maximum upwelling velacity in the 2AD madel is 1.95m/
yr and the ultimate airbarne fractian af this "pipeline" madel is 86%. This value is
cansiderably higher than the value (66%) for a diffusive madel with the same 14Ccan-
tent af subsurface water.

The best estimate af K far the bax diffusian madel abtained fram bamb 3H and

14Cdata is reparted to.be 2.2 cm2/sec (Broecker, Peng, and Engh, 1979), which in aur
farmulatian, with a deeper acean, wauld be approximately 8800 m2/yr. This value af

K carrespands to.an ultimate airborne fraction of62% and a p'soof 0.88 (see Figure 6).
In arder to. predict the abserved airbarne fractian af 53%, it wauld be necessary to.
include the biataas a small sink, of approximately (0.62-0.53)X5 = 0.5 Gt/yrin size.
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If it were believed that the airborne fraction should be corrected for a biota source

during the last century (see 2.4.2), the size of this present sink would be further
reduced.

For the near future, this 2BD model, withK = 8800 m2jyr,might be quite satisfac-
tory for predictions of atmospheric CO2 concentration because only the top part of
the deep ocean (intermediate water) will be important for uptake of CO2, and this
choice of K may be realistic for the upper part of the deep ocean. However, the
deeper water will dominate as the fossil fuel input slows down relative to continued
exponential growth, and the high value of p'sopredicted by this model (88%) indicates
with a high degree of certainty that the deep water is not well modelled. For use dur-
ing the entire fossil fuel era, it might be better to adjust the mixed layer depth so that
the model will have the same response to short time disturbances, such as the present
growth in fossil fuel combustion but to preserve the response to long time distur-
bances by setting K so that p'so is 0.84. These responses would be achieved with K =
4530 m2jyr and hm = 201 m.

2.7. MODEL COMPARISONWITH COMBUSTION OF
THE TOTAL FOSSIL FUEL RESOURCE

Model predictions of the future behavior ofthe carbon cycle are of value for model
validation in the sense that if substantially different but plausible models agree on a
prediction more confidence may then be placed in it. An important reason for
developing carbon cycle models is to calculate future atmospheric CO2 levels, so it is
of interest to compare the predictions of several different models with fossil fuel
input corresponding to consumption of all of the resource.

We do not here consider the wide range of physical, economic, and socio-political
factors that will govern future CO2 release. Instead, we employ several simple scena-
rios, labeled by a parameter n, for the release of 10 times the carbon in the pre-indus-
trial atmosphere (lOx615.6 Gt) during the entire fossil fuel era (Figure 13, and
Appendix B). We thus attempt to clarify the extent to which differences in predicted
atmospheric CO2 concentrations can be ascribed to differences in the formulation of
the ocean models.

The atmospheric response, for the three scenarios of Figure 13, is shown in Figure
14a for the 2BD model and in Figure 14b for the MB model. These calculations have
been done numerically with non-linear versions of the models (variable evasion fac-
tor).

The responses are relatively insensitive to the exact shape of the input pulse, for
pulses short compared to the response time of the deep ocean. The ratio of input
pulse height for the that for the n = 1 case relative to that for the n = 0.25 case is
approximately 1.9, but the ratio in maximum response is only about 1.1. The maxi-
mum response for the n = 0.25 case is delayed about 130years relative to that for the
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Figure 13: Fossil fuel input scenarios for consumption of all fossil fuel resources, assumed to
be 10 times the carbon in the preindustrial atmosphere (lOX615.6 Gt). The three scenarios cor-
respond to n = 1,0.5, and 0.25 of the "modified logistic function" described in Appendix B.

n = 1case, but after that time, the atmospheric concentrations are very similar,and
the decline to a new equilibriumvalue isslow,on a time scaledetermined by the mix-
ing of surface ocean water into the deep ocean.

In Figure 15a-15f, the models compared in the previous section are further com-
pared in their response to the fossilfuel scenario n = 0.5 case of Figure 13.For each
model, two curves are plotted, the first corresponding to a physical surface ocean
layer depth, 75m (or, for the MB model, a physicallyrealisticvalue of the parameter
T), and the second to a surface layer depth (or T) that would produce the presently
observed airborne fraction. All models are consistent with our standard values for
p'ma and p'sa.

The two curves in each of Figures 15a-15f are rather close. The difference
between each pair isan indication of the uncertainty in prediction due to uncertainty
in the amount of intermediate water that is closely coupled to the surface ocean in
the corresponding model. The uncertainties are small for two reasons. As DIC
increases in the surface ocean layer,the evasionfactor increasesand tends to exclude
CO2from the ocean. Thus differences in ocean circulation become less important.
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Figure 14: Model atmospheric response to combustion of all fossil fuel resources as indicated
by the scenarios in figure 13:

14a. BD model, hm = 75 m and K = 5020 m2fyr;
l4b. MB model, T = 10 000 . 1012m3fyr, P = 0.73

Both models are consistent with p'mo = 0.95 and p'so = 0.84.
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Also, when the input slows down relative to the present exponential increase in fossil
fuel consumption, the near surface water comes close to equilibrium with the atmo-
sphere, and model atmospheric response is determined largely by the slow turnover
time of the deep water, which is better fixed by oceanic 14Cdata than is the amount of
water closely coupled to the surface layer.

The predictions, on the whole, are all quite similar. From the point of view of
public policy decisions regarding the use of fossil fuel, the differences are probably
not important.

In calculating future CO2 concentration, we are extrapolating our knowledge of
the carbon cycle to a state very different from that presently observed. For example,
Figure 16 illustrates that a large portion of the high predicted CO2 concentration that
occurs in future centuries is due to taking into consideration the large predicted
increase in the CO2 evasion factor, l;,with increasing surface ocean DIC concentra-
tion. Although the variation of l;with DIC is not in doubt for sea water having the
chemical attributes assumed in the models, we cannot be sure that some neglected
process, such as dissolution of carbonates, will not prove important and change the
predicted relation. Also, there exist horizontal inhomogeneities, both between the
Atlantic and Pacific, and between high and low latitudes, that are not incorporated in
any of the model structures described here. Nevertheless, the similarity between
model results is close enough to indicate that, in the absence of unexpected effects,
the overall character of the future CO2 development can be predicted with credibility
for a given fossil fuel scenario.

Figures 15a-f: Model atmospheric response to combustion of all fossil fuel resources as in n =
0.5 scenario of Figure 13. The two curves in each drawing indicate uncertainty due to uncer-
tainty in the rate of mixing in the upper part of the thermocline: the lower of the two curves is
withthedepthofthesurfacelayerhm,orT parameteroftheMBmodel,setsothatthemodel
predicts the presently observed airborne fraction; the higher curve is for hm = 75 m, approxima-
tely the physical value, orT parameter ofthe MB model set to a realistic value. The models are:



15a. 2B model, (1) hm = 75 m, kdm = 1/1087 (1/1105)* yr-l; (b) hm = 815 (812) m, kdm =

1/1370 (1/1386) yr-\

15b. 2BD model, (a) hm = 75 m, K = 5020 (4995) m2fyr; (b) hm = 595 (595) m, K = 3250

(3255) m2 fyr;

*The parameter values used to generate Figures 15a-15e were read from Figures 5-9 and
are approximate; values given in parentheses are more accuratelycalculated.Curves drawn
with the more accurate values would be essentially indistinguishable from those shown.
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15c. 3BD model, (a) hm = 75 m, hu = 1000 m, K = 2850 (2870) m2fyr; (b) hm = 660 (655) m,
hu;;;; 1000m, K ;;;; 2000 (1978) m2fyr;
15d. 2AD model, (a) hm = 75 m, W= 1 mfyr,K = 3300(3288) m2fyr;(b) hm = 675 (673) m, W

= 1 mfyr, K = 1450 (1467) m2fyr;
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15f. MB model, T = 1000 m3/yr;
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Figure 16 : BD model atmospheric response to combustion of all fossil fuel resources as in n =
0.5 scenario of Figure 13: (a) hm = 75 m, K = 5020 m2jyr and evasion factor (varied with total
CO2 concentration in surface layer; (b) same as (a) but with evasion factor fixed at 9.64.

APPENDIX

A. MODEL EQUATIONS

Equations for carbon-total ('2e + Be + 14C)and for 14ein the steady-statein the
two-box (2B)ocean model and the box diffusion (2BD)model are given in Sections
(a) and (b) below; they are derived and extensively discussed elsewhere (Bolin and
Eriksson, 1959;Keeling, 1973a;Oeschger et aI., 1975;Keeling, 1979).Equations for
the two ocean layers beneath the surface layer in the advective-diffusive(3AD)
model are given in Section (c); in Section (d), solutions are found for an exponential
input and shown in Section (e) to reduce to simpler models as limitingcases. Use of
fractionation corrected 14edata (A 14evalues) is discussed in Section (0. Relations
are given in Section (g) for isopleths of rarand p'sofor simple box and advective-
diffusive models. In Section (h), equations are given for the multi-box (MB) model
and the solution for an exponential input indicated. Since}in our model compari-
sons, we require that the land biosphere neither increase nor decrease, we have
omitted this component of the carbon cycle from the models.
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(a) Two-boxoceanmodel

The three reservoirs that we consider in the two-box ocean model (Figure 1) are
the atmosphere, the surface ocean, and the deep ocean. Subscripts referring to these
reservoirs in the following equations are, respectively, a, m, and d. The symbol N
represents the amount of carbon-total in a reservoir. Since 14C is negligible in
abundance compared to 12C+ l3C, carbon-total amounts are numerically equal to
stable carbon amounts. In the atmosphere, N represents carbon-total in the form of

CO2. In the oceans, several inorganic forms exist, but we consider only their sum,
total dissolved inorganic carbon (DIe). Carbon in organic compounds (DOC and
POC, see Chapter 3) is not considered. Small n denotes a perturbation in N. The
subscript 0 indicates that the quantity is a preindustrial, steady-state value. The
superscript 14 refers to the radioactive isotope 14C. The transfer coefficient from

reservoir i to j is kij, and the isotopic fractionation factor for transfer of 14Cfrom i to j. 14
IS aij.

Atmosphere. The rate of change of Na is

dna
- = - kam (Nao + na) + kma (Nmo + ~nm)+ Ya(t)
dt

The steady-state balance for 14Cis

(AI)

0 = - 14aamkam 14Nao + 14amakma 14Nmo - A14Nao + 14rao (A2)

In the above equations, Ya(t) is the stable carbon source from combustion of fossil

fuels, 14raois the natural steady-state 14Csource from atmosperic production,Ais the
decay constant for 14C (1/8267 yr-l), and ~ is the evasion factor:

P -P N -N
~= (m mo) / (m mo)

P mo N mo
(A.3)

where Pmis the CO2pressure exerted by the surface ocean. The manner of writing
(A.l) in terms of a steady-statepart and a perturbation part is meant to implyboth a
steady-state equation and a perturbation equation. For example, the steady-state
equation implied by (A.1) is

0 = - kamNao+ kmaNmo (A.4)

because all the perturbations are assumed to have been zero when Ya,the fossil fuel
stable carbon source, was zero. Equation (A.4) may then be subtracted from (A. 1), to
give the associated perturbation equation, and then used to eliminate kma:

dna Nao
- = - kamna + kam- ~nm + Ya (t)
dt Nmo

(A5)
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Suiface ocean. Carbon-total perturbation and 14C steady-state equations are:

dnm
- = kam(Nao+ na) - kma(Nmo+ ('nm)

dt

- kmd (Nmo + nm) + kdm (Ndo + nd) (A6)

0 = 140amkam 14Nao - 140makma 14Nmo

- kmd 14Nmo + kdm 14Ndo - A,14Nmo (A7)

Deep ocean. The equations are:

dnd
- = kmd(Nmo+ nm) - kdm(Ndo+ nd)

dt
(A8)

0 = kmd 14Nmo - kdm 14Ndo - A,14Nmo (A.9)

If the CO2 evasion factor is assumed constant (a good approximation up to the
present time), the response to an assumed exponential input, beginning a long time

d
ago, is obtained by replacing the time derivative operators - by the exponen-

dt

tial time constant JI(see Section (d». The perturbation equations with an exponential
input and the 14Csteady-state equations are summarized in Tables A.I and A.2.

(b) Box diffusion model

The equation for the atmosphere in the box diffusion model is the same as for the

atmosphere in the two-box ocean model. A z axis is taken downward with origin at
the base of the surface layer. The steady-state concentration in the deep ocean is
Cdo (z) and the perturbation in concentration is Cd(z). The area of the ocean is con-
sidered constant and represented by A. The eddy-diffusivity is K. Equations for car-
bon-total and steady-state 14Care:

Suiface ocean

dnm
- = kam(Nao+ nm) - kma(Nmo+ &m)

dt

0 :

+ KA - (Cdo + Cd) I (z ~ 0)
oz I

0 = 140amkam 14Nao - 140makma 14Nmo

(AlO)

,i4cdo

I

- A,14Nmo
+ KA ~ (z~O)

(All)
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Atmo-

sphere
a

Surface
Ocean

m

Deep
Ocean

Atmosphere
a

Surface
Ocean

m Source

Deep
Ocean

d

Vl
00

Perturbation

n" ji"

-. nm

fid

Table A.I. Total carbon perturbation equations for the two-box ocean model and
the boxdiffusionmodelwithexponentialfossilfuelinput.y,(t) ~ ji,e"',n"(t)= fi,e"'
etc. ~

~
c:>
;::s

Q
Q
(1)

~
~-
:::-
;::sO

()Q

Two-box ocean model

VI ~ a,m k,m
V, ~ am"km,
V3 = kmd
V4 ~ kdm

k,m h, ~ km, hm

kmd hm ~ kdm hd

Box-diffusion model

V's are same as two-box ocean model,
Kv

except V3 ~ - tanh (vhd)
hm

V4= 0 wherev ~ I/[

k,mh, ~ km"hm

VI +)1 -V,.[

-VI V,.[+V3+)1 -V4

-V3 V4 +)1



Table A.2.

Atmo-

sphere
a

Surface
Ocean

m

Deep
Ocean

d

Atmosphere
a

Surface
Ocean

m

Deep
Ocean

d
Steady

State I.C

*Nao.

. *Nm,

*Nd,

Table A.2. Steady-state I.C equations for two-box ocean model and box diffusion
model.

Two-box ocean model
VI = a.m k.m
V2 = am. km.
VJ = kmd
V. = kdm
kamh, = km, hm
kmd hm ~ kdm hd

Box diffusion model
V's are same as for
two-box ocean model except

Kv'
VJ = - (tanh v' hdJ

hm

V. = 0

where v' = yrT""K

.<= 1/8267 yr-I

Source

~
~
~
~.
C
::!

~a
...,

~
::!

~
f}
c;;-

*Q,o

V>
\D

VI +.< -V2

-VI V2+V3+.< -V.

-VJ V.+.<
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Deep ocean

2

OCd = K L (Cdo + Cd)
OZ OZ2

(A.I2)

02 14Cdo- i4cdo
0 = K OZ2

(A.l3)

Boundary conditions are

Nmo+nm

(Cdo + Cd)I (z ~ 0) = hmA
(A.I4)

14Nmo

14Cdo I (z ~ 0) = hmA
(A.15)

and

o(Cdo + Cd)

I

= 0
OZ (z=hdJ

(A. 16)

(i14Cdo

I

= 0
0 Z (z ~ hd)

(A.I?)

By the methods described below in connection with the advective-diffusive model,
perturbation solutions are obtained for an exponential fossil fuel input and summa-
rized in Table A.I. Steady state 14Csolutions are summarized in Table A.2.

(c) Advective-diffusive model

Equations for the atmosphere and surface ocean in the advective-diffusive model
are as in the box diffusion model. The transfer of water from the surface ocean to the

deep ocean via a "pipeline" does not directly appear in the equations for the surface
ocean because water is replaced from the intermediate layer in the same quantity and
DIC concentration as enters the pipeline.

Intermediate ocean. A z axis is taken increasing downward with origin at the base of
the surface layer. The deep ocean layer then begins at Z = hu (see figure 3). The equa-
tions for advective-diffusive transport are

o(Ouo + cu) 02 0
= K -; (Cuo + cu) - W - (Cuo + cu)ot OZ oz

(A.I8)
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and

~ 2 0
O=K ~14C -W_14C -A14C

OZ2 uo OZ uo uo
(A.19)

where W is the water velocity in the positive z direction (downward). Boundary con-
ditions are

I

Nmo+nm

(Cuo + cu) (z ~ 0) = hmA
(A.20)

14Nmo

14Cuo I (z ~ 0) = hmA
(A.21)

Ndo + nd

(Cuo + cu) I (z ~ hu) = hdA
(A.22)

14Ndo

14Cuo I (z ~ hu) = hdA
(A.23)

Deep ocean.Water is assumed always to flow down the pipeline, never up, so

-W~O (A.24)

Then

dnd - o(Cuo + cu)
I

Nmo + nm
- - - KA (z~ hu) + (- WA) ( )

ill oz ~A

- (- WA) ( Ndo + nd
hdA )

(A.25)

014CUO

I0 = - KA ;;;- (z ~ hu)

14N

+(-WA)~
hmA

14N
- (- WA) ~ - A 14Ncto

hctA
(A.26)
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(d) Advective-diffusive model with exponential input

Equation (A 18) separates into a steady-state equation and a perturbation equation:

oCu 02cu (}cu
-=K--W--ilc
(}t OZ2 (}z u

(A.27)

With exponential growth in input of CO2 from fossil fuel combustion, the atmo-
spheric input term in the equations can be written:

Ya (t) = Yae]Jt (A.28)

The perturbations then also grow approximately exponentially after several e-fold
times, fl -1:

Cu (z,t) = Cu (z) e]Jt

nm (t) = Om e]Jt

(A.29)

(A.30)

nct (t) = Octe]Jt (A.31)

In the equations above, Yaand OJ(i = m or d) are constants, and Cuis constant in time.
Similar equations exist for na(t), and nu(t) (see Table A.3). Then

() 2Cu () Cu

flCu = K () Z2 - W ()z - il Cu
(A.32)

With boundary conditions implied by the perturbation parts of(A.20) and (A.22), the
solution is

Wz

Cu= e 2K [cosh (vz) - ctnh (vhu) sinh (vz)] Om
hmA

+e

W
- (hu - z) sinh (vz) Oct2K

sinh (vhu) hctA
(A.33)

where

.;v;p + 4Kfl
v = 2K

(A.34)

The perturbation in DIC in the intermediate layer is then obtained by the integra-
tion:
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hu
nu = Acudz

0
(A.35)

The result is

Whu

nu =jv e 2K [sinh(vhu) - cosh (vhu) ctnh (vhu)]

W

(

Knm
+ - + vctnh (vhu) -

2K phm

Whu

~ W - -
t

K-
+)- - + v ctnh (vhu) - ve 2K csch (vh) ~

( 2K p~
(A.36)

The flux from the surface layer to the intermediate ocean layer is required for the
DIC balance in the surface layer:

(}Cu

I

W nm
- KA - = [- - + Kvctnh (vhu)] -

() z 2 hm
(z ~ 0)

(
Whu

)- Kv e - 2K csch (vh) nct
hct

(A.37)

Also, the flux from the intermediate layer to the deep ocean is needed for the deep
ocean layer DIC balance:

(
Whu

)(}cu - nm
- KA -:-

\

= Kv e 2K csch (vh)
() z (z ~ hu) hm

W nct
- [ - + Kvctnh (vhu)]-

2 hct
(A.38)

The carbon-totalperturbationequationsare summarizedin TableA.3,with- W
replacedby w, for convenience :>inceW i:>alway:>negative, The steady-:>tate 14C
equations are of exactly the same form, with p replaced by A,and ni (i = a, m, u, or d)
replaced by 14Nioand Vareplaced by 14rao.They are summarized in Table AA.
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Table AA. Steady-state "c equations for the advective-diffusive model.

V, = a,m k,m
V, = am, km.
km. h. ~ km. hm

Other V's are equal to corresponding
U's (Table A.3) with V(P) replaced by v(,1.):

/W' + 4KJ.

2K
0\
V1v(J.)~

V, +J. -V,

V, V,+VJ+J. -V,

-VJ+Vs J. V,-V6

-Vs V6+J.
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(e) Limiting cases of the advective-diffusive model

A useful check of the equations for the advective-diffusive model (Table A3) is to
show that they reduce, in appropriate limits, to the box diffusion model (Table AI),
pipeline model, and two-box ocean model (Figure A.1).

Box diffusion mode/limit: w-+ 0 and hct-+ o. The deep ocean has vanishing capacity as
hctapproaches zero. Consequently, the deep ocean equation in Table A.3 becomes

- UsOm+ U60d = 0

The intermediate ocean equation

(A.39)

(- U3 + Us) + POu + (U4 - U6)Oct= 0 (AAO)

can then be combined with (A39) so as to eliminate Oct:

U4US - -
(- U3 + - ) nm+ pnu = 0

U6
(A41)

The above factor for Om,with w set to zero, is:

U4US Kv csch2 (vhu)
- U3 + - = - [- ctnh (vhu) + ]

U6 hm ctnh (vhu)

- - K v tanh (vhu)
- hm

(A.42)

Equation (AAI) then becomes

Kv
- - tanh (vhu) + pOu = 0

hm

in agreement with the box diffusion model, if we now identify the intermediate
ocean of the advective-diffusivemodel with the deep ocean of the box diffusion
model. Similarily,the surface ocean equation

(A.43)

- UlOa + (U2{+ U3 + p) Om- U40d = 0 (A.44)

involves the same combination ofU's as in (AAI), after Octhas been eliminated by
use of (A.39), and reduces to the corresponding box diffusion model equation in
Table A.I.

Pipeline mode/limit: K -+ O.The limit as K vanishes is easily found for U 3, U,;, and U 6:

U3 -+ ~
hm

(AA5)
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w

U 5-hm
(A.46)

u6-~
hct

(A.47)

where w = - W (see Section (d) above). However, to find the limit for U4requires
more care because of the interaction between the exponential and hyperbolic
cosecant factors. From the definition of U4:

whu
K - 2

U4 = - e 2K ( )
hct vhu - vhu

e - e

(A.48)

This becomes, after multiplication of numerator and denominator by e-vhu,and
elimination of v by substitution from (A.34):

whu I-.(I-
2K

-I w- + 4Kp e

U4 = h - R + 4Kp hulK
ct (l-e )

(A.49)

As K becomes small, the exponent in the numerator becomes

whu 2Kp hup
-(--)=--
2K W- w

(A.50)

and in the limit

hup
W

U4 - - e
hct

The exponential factor in (A.51)represents the time delayas a change in nctis carried
by advection to the surface ocean.

w (A.51)

Two-box ocean limit: K - 0, hu - O.The two-box ocean limit can be obtained from the

pipeline model limit by making hu vanish, and by identifying

w

kmct"" hm
(A.52)

and

w

kctm"" hct
(A.53)
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This limit corresponds to making both the "penetration depth", y' Kip, and hu
vanish, butthepenetration depthmustbe requiredto vanishfasterthan hu.

(0 Use of fractionation corrected 14Cdata

Geochemical14C data are most often reported in terms of the fractionation cor-
rected isotopic ratio A14C (see Chapter 3 and references cited there). Fractionation
corrections are made through the assumption that 14Cfractionation for all chemical
processes occurs as the square of 13Cfractionation. As one might expect, a good

approximation results if the fractionation coefficients 14aij are set to unity in the 14C
steady-state equations and 14C quantities are replaced by fractionation corrected
quantities. However, errors which could be avoided are introduced into the calcula-
tions by this procedure. The more straight forward approach to using A14C data in
modelling would be to convert the A14C values to true 14CIC ratios, relative to a
standard ratio, but this entails difficulties since necessary data are often not available.

The A14C value is related to concentration by

0.975
AJ4C = (1 + 014C)( )2 - 1

1 + 013C
(A.54)

where

14R

014C = 14R.- 1
(A.55)

and

13r
013C = - - 1

13r.
(A.56)

In the above equations,

14 14NR= -
N

(A.57)

and

13r=
13N

12N
(A.58)

where 14N,13N,12N,and N are amounts of 14C,13C,12C,and C (carbon-total), respec-
tively, and the subscript. refers to a standard. The ratio (0.975/(1 + 013C))2is a cor-
rection for fractionation relative to a 13Cstandard state unrelated to the 14Cstandard.

The fractionation correction is based on the assumption that for any two reservoirs
that exchange carbon:
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14a-- 14 R- 13R- 13r-
---':!. - :!. -

(
:!..

)
2 - (-2... )

2

14 14 13 13
aji Ri Rj rj

(A.59)

where the difference between 14Rjand 14Rjis due only to isotopic fractionation and
not, for example, to radioactive decay.

We now introduce fractionation corrected quantities into the 14Csteady-state
equations. In the AD model, the sum of the 14Cequations in the surface layer and
below is (Table AA):

- 14aamkam 14Nao + 14amakma 14Nmo +

ilC4Nmo + 14Nuo + 14Ndo) = 0 (A.60)

We define the fractionation corrected 14C amount, 14N'iO,by

(
14 14N'-

L1 C)io = lo/Nio14 - 1R.
(A.61)

in analogy with (A.55). It then follows from (A.54), (A.55), and (A.57) that

1 + (013C) -

14N- = [ 10 f 14N'-
10 0.975 10

(A.62)

In practice, 013C,as substituted into (A.54), is measured in a portion of the sample
prepared for counting, and thus includes fractionation introduced by the prepara-
tion, but in (A.62), (013C)iorefers to the reservoir. This is permissible if(A.59) holds
for laboratory procedures as well as natural processes, because the ratio (1 + 014C)/
(1 + 013C)2is then fractionation invariant. Equation (A.60) becomes, after substitu-
tion from (A.62)

- 14aamkam [I + (o13C)ao]2 14N'-ao+ 14amakma [I + (013C)mo]2 14N'mo +

J[I + (o13C)mo]2 14N'mo + [I + (013C)uo]2 14N'-uo+

I [1+ (6"C)'01' "N',o!- 0 (A.63)
Since (013C)uo"'"(013C)dO,and the firstterm in braces issmall compared to the sum of
the second and third terms, the last term in (A.63) is very nearly equal to

il[1 + (013C)dof 14N'-so

where 14N'sorefers to the 14Cin DIC in the ocean as a whole, corrected for fractiona-
tion:

14N'-so == 14N'mo + 14N'uo + 14N'-do (A.64)
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After the introduction of

14aam [1 + (b13C)mof--

14ama [1 + (b13C)ao]2
(A.65)

which follows from (A.56) and (A.59), (A.63) simplifies considerably:

- 14amakam14N'ao + 14amakm}4N'mo + 14amdA14N'so = 0 (A.66)

where

14amd "" [1 + (b13C)dof 1[1 + (b13C)mo]2 (A.67)

Then

14

14a k - amdA(hs/hm) P
'

ma ma - so
1 - p'mo

(A.68)

where

R'io,--

P io= R'ao
(A.69)

14N'iO
R' =-.

io- Nio
(A.70)

In the above two equations, i may be replaced by s, to represent a total ocean average
quantity, in addition to the reservoir indicies a, m, u, and d. Since the fractionation
factor quotient 14amd/14amadiffers from unity by only a few percent, we have omitted
it in calculating kam:

A(h,lha)P'so

kam"" 1 - p'mo
(A.71)

(g) Isopleths of rar and p'so for simple models

The ultimate airborne fraction of carbon-total, with exponential input, rar, is
obtained by the solutions to the equations implied by Tables A.l or A.3 with Va= 1:

rar =
na (t)

IYa(t)dt

naP
(A.72)

Ya

Penetration depth hp. For the simplest possible oceanic model, a single well-mixed
reservoir (kdm = 0 in Table A.1), the ultimate airborne fraction is:
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rar = 1

1 + 1/(1- + ha{ )
kam h'm

(A.73)

The ultimate airborne fraction for the 2B model has the same form, but hm is
increased by the addition of a "penetration" depth, (hphB:

1
(A.74)rar =

1 + 1I(L- + ha{
kam h )m

where

hm' = hm + (hp)2B (A.75)

and

Od kdm
(hp)2B = - hm = ( ) hd

Om p + kdm
(A. 76)

Similarily, the ultimate airborne fraction for the 2BD model is of the form (A.74) and

(A.75), but with (hphB replaced by (hp)2BDand

(hphBD = ~ tanh (IE. hd)
p K

(A. 77)

With p > 11100,these last two expressions simplify to:

kdm
(hpb =- hd

p
(A.78)

(hp)2BD= ~
P

(A.79)

For realistic values of kdm(1/1200 yr-l), hd (4000 m), K (5000 m2/yr, and p (1122.5
yr-l), equation (A.78) predicts that (hpb = 75 m, and equation (A.79) predicts that
(hp)2BD= 335 m. Consequently, for a realistic choice of parameters, the effective
surface layer for fossil fuel CO2 is much deeper in the 2BD model than in the 2B
model. Also, the change in the effective surface layer depth, hm',with a small change
in p is larger for the 2BD model than for the 2B model. For example, equation (A.78)

pr7dicts for the 2B model a 7.5 m change in hp for a 10%change in JI, while equation
(A.79) predicts a change in hp of approximately 17 m for the 2BD model with this
same change in p.
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The ultimate airborne fraction of the advective-diffusive model also is of the form

(A.74) and (A. 75), but the expression for the penetration depth is more complicated:

Ou + Od
(hp)AD = - hm

nm

w
= - + hw ctnh(vhu)

2Jl

whu whu

h 2Kwe
w - 2K

csch(vhu) [- + hw e csch(vhu)J
Jl

w

2Jl + hw ctnh(vhu) + hd

(A. 80)

where

Kv
h~-w

Jl

w is the upwelling velocity (m/yr), and v is defined in equation (A.34).

(A.81)

In the limit of vanishing K, the advective-diffusivemodel becomes a "pipeline"
model with penetration depth:

huJl
w w
- e

- w(1_E

(hp)p - Jl w + hd
Jl

(A.82)

For example, with w = 1m/yr, Jl = 1/22.5yr-l, and hu = 1000m, equation (A.82)
predicts (hp)p =w/Jl = 22.5 m.

Isopleths of p'so. Isopleths ofp'so in figures 5-9 are lines of constant hm' (A)/h" where
Ais the reciprocal of the mean life ofl4c. This result, for the AD model, follows from

R'so = e4N'mo + 14N'uo+ 14N'do)/hs

14N' + 14N'
= R' (h + uo do h )mo m 14 , m

Nmo
(A.83)

Because of the symmetry between the 14Cequations and the carbon-total equations
with exponential input,

(14N' + 14N' )
uo do hm = h (A)14N' P

mo
(A.84)
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Consequently

I I (hm + hp(..1.)) I hm/(..1.)
Pso = Pmo ~Pmo -

hs hs

This equation applies also to the 2B and BD models.

(A.85)

Isopleths ofrar.Isopleths of ultimate airborne fraction in Figures 5-9 are notlines of
constant h'm(].l)/ha,because of variation ofkam(equation A.71)).Isopleths ofkam,at
constant p'mo,are identical to isopleths of p'SO'Along an isopleth of p'SOin Figure
5-9, the ultimate airborne fraction depends only on h/m(].l)/ha.Ingeneral, isopleths
of airborne fraction are lines of constant

~ ( p'mo ) h'm (..1.)+ h'm (].l)
Jl 1 - p'mo ha &a

The question of the surface layer depth for the 2B, BD or AD model which mini-
mizes the airborne fraction while holding p'SOand p'mo constant (see text leading to
equation (2.6)) can now be formulated as follows: find hm such thathm' (].l)is as large
as possible with hm' (..1.)constant. The solution, for J1;:;::; ..1.,is

hp (..1.)= hp (].l) = 0 (A.86)

and

h = p'SO hm s
p'mo

(A.87)

i.e. all the 14Cis in the surface layer and there is no exchange between this surface lay-
er and deeper water.

(h) Multi-box model

This model consists of a coupled system of well-mixed reservoirs. In the linearized

version, the transfer equations can be summarized in the form

d
-N=AN+B
dt

(A.88)

where the 13xl column vector N denotes the amount of carbon-total in reservoir i,
and the 13x13 matrix A contains the time-constant transfer coefficients (see Table
A.5). The constant column vector B contains non-zero components as a consequ-
ence of the buffer factor for sea-to-air transfer being different from unity. For the
sake of illustration, if index 11denotes cold surface water and index 13denotes the
atmosphere, the carbon-total flux F11,13is

Fll, 13 = k11.13N11,O+ ("k11,13(N11 - N11,O) (A.89)
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where ;fdenotes the time-constant buffer factor, and N 11,0is the content of reservoir
11 at steady-state. After rearranging equation (A.89), we can write

FIl, \3 = &11, \3NIl + kll, \3 (1 - ;f>NIl,o

which shows how the time-constant expression

(A.90)

kll, \3 (1 - ;f>N11,0

affects the component B\3 of column vector B, and, with opposite sign, the com-
ponent B11.The flux from warm surface water to the atmosphere similarly affects the
components Bl2 and B\3. The components Bi,i = 1. . .,10 are zero in the presentver-
sion of the model.

For the fluxes of 14Cwe have

14N 14 F14 14 i aij ij 14
Fij = aij - Fij = - Nj

Ni Nj
(A.91)

In the budget equations for 14C,the transfer terms can therefore be written

14A14N

where all elements of 14A are equal to their corresponding elements in A, except

where the fractionation factor is different from one, or where the ratio Fij/Nj is not a
constant. The balance equations for 14Ccan be written in vector form, analogously to
(A.88)

d
- 14N = 14A 14N - ..:tE 14N + T
dt

(A.92)

where E is the unit matrix, and the term - ..:tEI4Nis a diagonal matrix that denotes the
radioactive decay. The atmospheric production of radiocarbon can be denoted sym-
bolically by the column vector T, which is nonzero only in the component T\3.

For given values of the parameters T, P and kam(see Chapter 2) we solve the
steady-state equation for carbon-total:

AN=-B (A.93)

Since det A = 0, the system (A.93)has no unique solution. In the experiments, this
was circumvented by replacing one of the 13 equations in (A.93) by the condition

N\3 = 615.6Gt (A.94)

Given the matrix A and the steady-state solution No, we determine 14A and solve the
steady-state distribution of 14Cfrom Equation (A.92):

14No= - C4A - ..:tE)-1T (A.95)

The solution 14Nois unique except for the arbitrary value of T\3. The quantity we
want to compute, however, is not affected by this:
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12 12

( }; 14N\0)/( }; N'j,o)
j ~ 1 j ~ I

(A.96)
14N'13,o/N'13,o

Isopleths for this quantity as a function of T and P are shown in Figure 10.
If the system N is subjected to an exponentially growing external input into the

atmosphere

p'so -

d
-N =AN+B+y
dt

(A.97)

where

Y13= Ya ellt (A.98)

the system will tend towards an asymptotic solution of the fonn

Nj (t) = Njf ellt (A.99)

dNj

Since cit = p Nj for the asymptoticstate,we obtainfrom(A.97)
(A - pE) Nf == - B - y (A.100)

which gives

Nf = - (A - pErI (B + y) (A. 101)

where Nf is the column vector that consists of the relative amplitudes Njf. Given T
and P, we can solve (A.lOl) and compute the quantity

N13f
raf = 0-

}; Njf
i ~ 1

(A.l02)

Isopleths of this quantity are shown in Figure 10.
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Table A.5.

Let the coefficientin row i and columnj in matrix A of Equation (A.88) be denoted
A(i, j).
The followingelements of matrix A are non-zero. (It isassumed that index 11and 12
denote cold and warm surface water, respectively,and index 13denotes the atmo-
sphere.)

A(l,l) = - 4.808 * 1O-6T - 8.482 * 10-3
A(l,2) = 9.001 * 1O-3p
A(l,l1) = 8.333 * 1O-5T
A(2,2) = - 9.001 * 1O-3p - 1.701 * 1O-6T
A(2,3) = 8.537 * 1O-3P
A(2,11) = 2.778 * 1O-5T
A(3,3) = - 8.537 * 1O-3p
A(3,4) = 6.933 * 1O-3p
A(3,11) = 3.147 * 1O-2P
A(4,4) = - 6.933 * 1O-3p
A(4,5) = 5.674 * 1O-3p
A(4,11) = 2.413 * 1O-2p
A(5,5) = - 5.674 * 1O-3p
A(5,6) = 4.465 * 1O-3p
A(5,11) = 2.197 * 1O-2p
A(6,6) = - 4.465 * 1O-3P
A(6,7) = 3.667 * 1O-3P
A(6,ll) = 1.852 * 1O-2p
A(7,7) = - 3.667 * 1O-3p
A(7,8) = 2.580 * 1O-3P
A(7,l1) = 1.653 * 1O-2p
A(8,8) = - 2.580 * 1O-3p
A(8,9) = 2.084 * 1O-3p
A(8,11) = 1.588 * 1O-2p
A(9,9) = -2.084 * 1O-3P
A(9,1O) = 1.190 * 1O-3p
A(9,11) = 1.058 * 1O-2P
A(lO,lO) = - 1.190 * 1O-3p
A(lO,l1) = 7.937 * 1O-3P
A(ll,l) = 4.808 * 1O-6T
A(lI,2) = 1.701 * 1O-6T
A(lI,l1) = - 1.111 * 1O-4T - 0.294P - 7.884 karn
A(lI,12) = 1.47 * 1O-2P
A(lI,13) = 0.3333 * karn
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A(12,1) = 8.482 * 1O-3p
A(12,1l) = 1.47 * lO-lp
A(12,12) = - 1.47 * lO-lp - 7.884 * kam
A(12,13) = 0.6667 * kam
A(13,ll) = 7.884 * kam
A(13,12) = 7.884 * kam
A(13,13) = - kam

The elements in the vector B of Equation (A.88) are zero except for the last three:

B(11) = 1773 kam Gt/yr
B(12) = 3546 kam Gt/yr
B(13) = - 5319 kam Gt/yr

B. NUMERICALMODEL CALCULATIONS

Numerical models were started in the year A.D. 1800.0, and the input of CO2 from
fossil fuel combustion was either based on reported production (Section (a), below)
or a so called "modified logistic function" (Section (b)). The evasion factor was
obtained by spline interpolation from values given in Chapter 4. Standard numerical
methods were employed: the Runge - Kutta method for box models and an explicit
finite difference development for diffusive models.

(a) Production data

We used the production data given by Rotty (this volume), from 1860 to 1978, and
the function

Ya = 0.092 eO.0435(t-1860)Gt/yr (B.1)

from 1800through 1859(see Keeling, 1973b,p 192),wherefla is the production rate
of stable carbon and t is the decimal year (i.e., t is a continuous variable).

(b) Modified logistic function

For scenarios representing combustion of the entire fossil fuel resource, we used

dQ Q
Ya = - =]1 [1 - (-t]Q

dt QT

where Q isthe total amount of stablecarbon added to the atmosphere prior to t, QTis
the total resource, assumed to be lOX615.6Ot of carbon, and n is a parameter that
permits some variation in the scenarios. (See Figure 13).

(B.2)
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A convenient feature of (B.2) is that it can be integrated analytically:

Q dQ t

I Q = J1 I dt
Qo Q[l - (-YJ to

QT

(B.3)

with the result

Q eP(t-to)
Q = 0

Q op(t-to)

{I + (-Y[e - l]}l/OQT

(BA)

where Qo ==Q (to)'
For simplicity,we employ (B.2) beginning with 1800.0.The adjustment of the

parametersJ1,and the initialvalue of Q(t),Qo= Q(l800.0), so that (B.2)approximates
the observed production data, could be done in severalways.We have adjusted these
parameters so that Q(l977.0) represents an accumulation of 146.95Gt, in agreement
with calculations based on yearly data, and the production rate at the beginning of
1977,dQ/dt(l977.0), equals 5.1505Gt/yr, the average of the observed production
rates for 1976and 1977.
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